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About the CRC

The Collaborative Research Centre "Information structure:
the linguistic means for structuring utterances, sentences
and texts", funded by the German Research Foundation,
brings together scientists from the areas of linguistics,
psychology and German studies at the University of
Potsdam and linguistics and African studies at the
Humboldt University Berlin.
Information structure refers to the linguistic coding devices
which organize the way different pieces of information are
presented in discourse in order to optimize information
transfer. That is, information needs to be "packaged" in
different ways depending on the discourse context and the
particular goal of the utterance.
Three aspects are of particular theoretical interest:
(i) the interaction of the relevant formal linguistic levels
(phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics,
the choice of lexical means, the composition of texts);
(ii) the general cognitive processing of information
structure;
(iii) a cross-linguistic typology of information-structural
devices.

The Glienicke Bridge symbolizes the collaboration between linguists of the
Potsdam University and the Humboldt University Berlin. It also evokes the
capability of interlocutors to bridge several verbal information gaps in wellstructured discourse.

Types of predicate-centered focus
Predicate-centered focus
Operator
Lexical verb

Our project

While such notions as argument focus,
focus topic,
topic givenness and
contrast have played a major role in the investigation of
information structure, other functional categories have
been investigated only marginally. However, recent
research has shown that such categories are of crucial
importance for the grammatical organization of a number
of different languages.
Our project concentrates on one of these neglected subjects,
namely so-called “predicate-centered focus types” which
subsume categories that are typically tied semantically and
morpho-syntactically to the verb or predicate as the carrier
of both proposition and illocution.
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sample representing the four indigenous African language
groups and strives for a representative typological profile of
the continent. The overall goal is to model the interaction
of predicate-centered focus with other focus types in terms
of form and function, taking the influence of typological
and areal factors into account. Since the typological profile
of African languages does not differ fundamentally from
that of other continents, we expect that the results of the
project will also allow one to draw new insights into
information-structural systems of non-African languages,
which in turn feeds into the general theory of information
structure.
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[What did the princess
do with the frog?]
She KISSED him.

TAM

[Is the princess kissing
the frog (right now)?]
She HAS (already)
ki d him.
kissed
hi

Polarity

[I cannot imagine that
the princess has kissed
the slippery frog.]
Y she
Yes,
h DID kiss
ki him.
hi

Project goals

I: Formal expression and external comparison of predicate-centered focus types
Which language-specific means are used in the sample
languages to express predicate-centered focus types?
Mombo (Dogon, Prokhorov f.n.): Reduplication
(1) ay ɛ́mɛ́ sɔ̀-ń-swɛ̂:
no milk DUPL-1S-buy.PFV
[Did you take (the) milk from our neighbour?] No,
No I BOUGHT (the) milk.
milk

Aja-Gbe

Maɗi
Ik

Bench

(4) bi-tenda ku-memena?
3P:PRS-do INF-eat
Do people REALLY EAT them!?

(6) a.

Sandawe
Makhuwa

Afro-Asiatic
Nilo-Saharan

Khoekhoe
Taa

Niger-Congo
Kh i
Khoisan
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I know that he will READ it. But he may never
respond.

b. I know that he WILL read it. He hasn’t yet.
c. I know THAT he will read it.

Buli (Gur, Schwarz 2010: 302, 304):
Syncretism of two focus types in the kámā-construction
(8) a.

àáyà, mí láŋ‐ŋá
kámā.
no,
1S patch-3P FOC
[Did you wash the clothes?] No, I PATCHed them.

Verb focus
TAM focus

Truth value
focus

Contrastive
verb focus

b. ŋḿḿ, ǹ sùgùrí kámā.
Truth value
yes, 1S wash
FOC
focus
[Did you wash the clothes?] Yes, I WASHED (them).

Ndendeule (Bantu, Güldemann f.n.): “Dummy verb”

Somali

Maa

(7) a.

(3) hàí, fᵻl
á
mɔ̂ fèe nò.
no friends SM PST sell FOC
[Did the friends kill the bird?] No, the friends SOLD (it).

Aja-Gbe (Kwa, Fiedler f.n.):
Focus fronting for verb, truth value, and object focus

Amharic

Intonational differentiation of all relevant main focus types in English
dependent clauses

Aghem (Grassfields, Watters 1979:163): Focus particle

Can the constructions be used for other information structure configurations and, if yes, why?
Nyimang

The internal classification of the individual predicatecentered focus types and subtypes is analyzed in order to
develop a theoretical model of their similarities and differences. What types of formal conflation/syncretism exist in
individual languages and why?

Bemba (Bantu, Sharman 1956:50): Verb morphology
(2) bá-mó bá-la-lya
ínsoka
2-some 2-FOC-eat:PRS snake
Some people actually EAT snakes.

Suundi (Bantu, Hadermann 1996:161): Verb fronting
(5) kù-tá:ngà ndyèká-tá:ngà
INF-read 1S:FUT-read
Je vais LIRE. [lit.: As for reading, I will read.]
Koyraboro
Tamashek Senni
Wolof
Mombo
Bambara
Hausa Kanuri
Mbay
Supyire
Emai

II: Internal classification of predicatecentered focus types

óò, ɖà
(yí)
é ɖà.
no, cook
(FOC) 3S cook
[Did the woman eat the beans?] No,
No she COOKED them.
them

b. óò, nyɔ́
(yı́)
é nyɔ́vı̀.
no, be.beautiful (FOC) 3S be.beautiful
[She is not beautiful.] No, she IS beautiful.
c.

āyú
(yı́)
é ɖù.
bean
(FOC) 3S eat
[What did the woman eat?] She ate BEANS.

III Polyfunctionality
III:
P l f
ti
lit off predicate-centered
di t
t d
focus structures
The close interaction between information structure and
other linguistic properties may disguise a focus function so
that a focus construction goes undetected. Diachronic
changes can also foreground non-focus readings, so that a
polyfunctional construction loses its earlier focus function
completely. What is the basis for such functional affinities
and changes?
Rwanda (Bantu, Overdulve 1975:94-5):
*ra with predication focus function in simple clause vs. progressive reading in
l
with
ith locative
l
ti adjunct
dj
t
clause
(9) a. aba-gabo ba-ra-kóra
(*abagabo bakora)
2-man
2-FOC-work:PRS
C'est l'habitude des hommes de travailler.
b. aba-gabo ba-ra-kóra
mu mirimá
2-man
2-PROG-work:PRS INE fields
Les hommes sont maintenant en train de travailler dans les champs.
Kikuyu (Bantu, Bennett et al. 1985:178):
*ra only with progressive function
(10)

tẁ-ràà-gẃrà
nhámà
1P-PROG-buy:PRS meat
We are buying meat.

IV: Discourse functions of predicatecentered focus types
Previous research suggests that the functional domain of
predicate-centered focus types in discourse differs from that
of term focus. We therefore undertake pilot studies analyzing how predicate-centered focus types are used in a
variety of discourse and identifying diagnostics for their
typical discourse contexts.

